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Abstract

Precipitation measurements are essential for short term hydrological and long term cli-
mate studies. Operational networks of rain gauges and weather radars provide fairly
accurate rain rate measurements, but they leave large areas uncovered. Because of
this, satellite remote sensing is a useful tool for the detection and characterization of5

the raining areas in regions where this information remains missing. This study exploits
the Meteosat Second Generation – Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager
(MSG-SEVIRI) observations to evaluate the rain class at high spatial and temporal res-
olutions. The Rain Class Evaluation from Infrared and Visible (RainCEIV) observations
technique is proposed. The purpose of RainCEIV is to supply continuous monitoring10

of convective as well as of stratiform rainfall events. It applies a supervised classifier to
the spectral and textural features of infrared and visible MSG-SEVIRI images to clas-
sify the cloudy pixels as non rainy, light to moderate rain, or heavy to very heavy rain.
The technique considers in input also the water vapour channels brightness tempera-
tures differences for the MSG-SEVIRI images acquired 15/30/45 min before the time of15

interest. The rainfall rates used in the training phase are obtained with the Precipita-
tion Estimation at Microwave frequencies (PEMW), an algorithm for rain rate retrievals
based on Atmospheric Microwave Sounder Unit (AMSU)-B observations. The results
of RainCEIV have been validated against radar-derived rainfall measurements from
the Italian Operational Weather Radar Network for some case studies limited to the20

Mediterranean area. The dichotomous assessment shows that RainCEIV is able to de-
tect rainy areas with an accuracy of about 91 %, a Heidke skill score of 56 %, a Bias
score of 1.16, and a Probability of Detection of rainy areas of 66 %.
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1 Introduction

Precipitation measurements are essential for many applications from short term hydro-
logical to long term climate studies, including the near-real-time monitoring of rainfall
events that is crucial for timely alerting and early intervention. Rainfall estimation is
accomplished by operational networks of rain gauges and weather radars, which pro-5

vide fairly accurate rain rate measurements characterized by high temporal and spa-
tial resolutions. However, rain gauges limit the measurements to certain points only,
and weather radars leave large areas uncovered (as remote land regions and oceans)
where information on the occurrence and intensity of rainfall remains therefore miss-
ing. Because of these limitations, scientists have increasingly turned to satellite re-10

mote sensing as a possible mean for the detection and characterization of the raining
areas. Over the past decades, several rain rate retrieval methods based on passive
radiometer observations from satellite have been developed. Microwave (MW) obser-
vations from Low Earth Orbiting (LEO) satellites provide more direct and performing
techniques for the retrieval of precipitation compared to Infrared/Visible (IR/VIS). How-15

ever, the low spatial and temporal resolutions of MW observations from LEO satellites
make them unsuitable for monitoring extreme and small-scale events characterized by
a high spatial and temporal variability. MW observations for geostationary platforms
have been proposed (Gasiewski et al., 2003; Lambrigtsen et al., 2006; Bizzarri et al.,
2007) but not launched to date. Therefore, rain rate estimates from passive IR/VIS im-20

agers on geostationary satellite may be useful to bridge the gap between LEO MW and
weather radar rainfall observations. Many techniques based on geostationary satellite
IR/VIS observations have been developed in order to estimate rain rate values or con-
fidences. A recent overview is given by Kidd and Levizzani (2011). The geostation-
ary satellite techniques perform better over areas where rainfall originates from deep25

convection than in areas where it originates from the stratiform systems. In particu-
lar, Negri and Adler (1981) examined relation between cloud top temperature and rain
rate by analysing Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) and radar
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data associated to a sample of thunderstorms. Adler et al. (1985) proposed a Thun-
derstorm Index (TI) to give probability to observe heavy precipitation. Successively,
Adler et al. (1988) extended their interest to stratiform precipitation (produced under
the anvils of mature and decaying convective systems) from GOES satellite infrared
data. Adler and Mack (1984) investigated a relation between radar based rain-rate5

and cloud height determined from GOES satellite data. Wu and Weinman (1985) used
GOES data in order to estimate rainfall by means of a pattern recognition algorithm
trained and tested on different sets of rain rate measurements obtained from NOAA
operational radars. They classify rain into three classes (non rainy, light rain, heavy
rain). Adler et al. (1993) were the first to successfully combine the advantages of both10

types of instrument by using matched MW and IR data. Vicente et al. (1998) introduced
the auto-estimator in order to estimate rainfall from GOES measurements focusing on
heavy precipitation. The auto-estimator differs from previous IR methods for rainfall es-
timation because it considers other factors in addition to IR window cloud top tempera-
ture. In particular, information about environmental moisture are used to obtain a more15

correct estimation of rainfall as well as for the screening of no-rainy pixels. Mamoudou
and Gruber (2001) used the GOES visible (0.65 µm), near infrared (3.9 µm), water
vapour (6.7 µm) and windows channels (10.7 and 12.0 µm) to estimate rainfall rate.
They distinguished raining from no-raining clouds by taking into account the cloud top
temperature, the effective radius of cloud particles and the temperature gradient. More-20

over, in an attempt to give more reliable values of rain rates, Mamoudou and Gruber
(2001) used the moisture factor correction developed by Scofield (1987) and modified
by Vicente et al. (1998). Other authors have used artificial neural networks to derived
precipitation estimates using satellite IR images (Hsu et al., 1997). Many authors de-
veloped techniques to determine rain rate from Meteosat data, both physical and statis-25

tical. Physical techniques consist of brightness temperature differences threshold tests
or consider effective radius as well as cloud top height/temperature in order to deter-
mine rainfall rate and/or probability by the use of look-up tables. The look-up tables
usually are build by considering rainfall measurements obtained by rain-gauges instru-
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ments or radar as well as rain rate values determined by MW data. An example of IR
method that uses rain rate values determined by MW observations was developed by
Jobard and Desbois (1994), the RAin and Cloud Classification method (RACC), that
used the SSM/I and Meteosat data in order to classify the Meteosat images into sev-
eral categories of rain. Turk et al. (1999) proposed a blended geostationary-microwave5

technique for the retrievals of rain rate measurements. This technique has been taken
as role model by several investigators (Kidd et al., 2003; Marzano et al., 2004), includ-
ing Heinemann et al. (2002) who developed the Multi-Sensor Precipitation Estimate
(MPE) technique operating at the European agency for the deployment of meteoro-
logical satellites (EUMETSAT). MPE product consists of the near-real-time rain rates10

for each Meteosat Second Generation (MSG)-Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared
Imager (SEVIRI) images in original pixel resolution. Kuhnlein et al. (2010) also inves-
tigated the SEVIRI potential to determine rain rates, assuming a relationship between
rain rates and optical thickness as well as effective radius. In particular they have es-
tablished a relation between the reflectance observations acquired at 0.6 and 1.6 µm15

– giving information about cloud optical thickness and effective radius – and ground-
based rainfall rate. Recently, Feidas and Giannakos (2012) have proposed an algorithm
that works with SEVIRI observations by combining physical and statistical methods to
characterize convective and stratiform precipitation areas. They calibrated the algo-
rithm using rain rate measurements derived from a substantial number of rain gauge20

stations in Greece. Other techniques are based on cloud motion, exploiting IR obser-
vations to provide an estimate of cloud movement to be used for advecting the more
direct MW rainfall observations (Joyce et al., 2004). Di Paola et al. (2012) proposed
the Precipitation Evolving Technique (PET) for convective rain cell continuous monitor-
ing. The PET propagates forward in space and time the last rain rate map inferred by25

AMSU and MHS MW observations by using SEVIRI IR brightness temperature maps.
This technique is able to propagate forward in time the last available rain field for 2–3 h.

The aim of this study is to propose a technique based on a statistical classification
algorithm that uses spectral and textural features of SEVIRI IR/VIS observations to
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classify the cloudy pixels as non rainy, light to moderate rain, or heavy to very heavy
rain. The proposed technique, the Rain Class Evaluation from Infrared and Visible
observations (RainCEIV) operates in a fixed area, that is the Mediterranean basin,
approximately between 35 and 45 ◦ N, and −20◦ W and 20 ◦ E. RainCEIV firstly discrim-
inates cloudy from not-cloudy pixels, then it determines the rain class only for the pix-5

els classified as cloudy. It deploys the k -Nearest Neighbour Mean classifier (k -NNM)
with input the spectral and textural features determined from the SEVIRI VIS/IR im-
ages and the brightness temperatures differences of SEVIRI water vapour channels
acquired 15, 30, and 45 min before the time of interest. The RainCEIV has been vali-
dated against the radar-derived rain rate values obtained from the Italian Operational10

Weather Radar Network observations managed by the Italian Department of Civil Pro-
tection (DPC). RainCEIV is proposed as an useful tool to achieve real-time monitoring
of rainfall events, both the intense convective and the stratiform moderate ones.

Section 2 provides a description of the satellite sensors whose observations and/or
products have been used for the RainCEIV implementation; Sect. 3 describes the15

two modules of RainCEIV algorithm (C_MACSP cloud classification algorithm and the
RainCEIV k -NNM classifier); Sect. 4 shows the statistical scores obtained by compar-
ing RainCEIV and radar-derived rain rate measurements.

2 Instruments and data description

The spectral and textural features of the MSG-SEVIRI images are used as input for both20

the MACSP cloud classification algorithm and the RainCEIV k -NNM classifier. SEVIRI
is the main payload on board the MSG series, composed by MSG-1 (Meteosat 8),
launched in February 2003, MSG-2 (Meteosat 9), launched in December 2005, MSG-
3 (Meteosat 10) launched in July 2012, and future MSG-4 (Meteosat 11), planned for
launch in 2014. MSG-2 was designated as the first satellite on 11 April 2007. The25

SEVIRI is a 50 cm-diameter aperture line-by-line scanning radiometer. It observes the
Earth-atmosphere system in 11 channels at full-disk with a spatial sampling of 3 km at
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the sub-satellite point. In addition, the High Resolution Visible (HRV) channel covers
half of the full disk with a 1 km spatial sampling at the sub-satellite point. The actual
instantaneous field of view is about 4.8 km at the sub-satellite point for all channels
except 1.67 km for the HRV channel. The major improvements with respect to previ-
ous sensors are its enhanced spectral characteristics, its higher temporal resolution5

(15 min), the improved signal-to-noise ratio, and the higher precision of data storing,
going from 8 bits (256 levels) on Meteosat-7 to 10 bits (1024 levels) on Meteosat-8
(Schmetz et al., 2002).

The RainCEIV k -NNM classifier has been trained on the rain rate product from the
Precipitation Estimation at Microwave Frequencies (PEMW). PEMW was developed by10

Di Tomaso et al. (2009) at the Institute of Methodologies for Environmental Analysis of
the National Research Council of Italy (IMAA-CNR) for inferring surface rain intensity
from satellite MW LEO observations. These are provided by the Advanced Microwave
Sounding Unit-B (AMSU-B) and the Microwave Humidity Sounder (MHS) on board the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) satellites and the European15

Polar Satellite MetOp-A, respectively. AMSU-B and MHS are cross-track, line scan-
ning microwave radiometers measuring radiances in five channels in the frequency
range from 89 to 190 GHz. The centre frequencies for the two window channels are
89, 150 GHz, while the three opaque (water vapour) channels are centred at 183±1,
183±3, and 183±7 GHz. The AMSU-B and MHS fields of view have a circular shape20

(with a diameter of about 16 km) at nadir, while away from the nadir their shape be-
come ellipsoidal (the axes length is 51 km for the cross-track direction and 25 km for the
along-track direction at the maximum scanning angle) (Bennartz, 2000). The purpose
of these instruments is to measure radiation from different layers of the atmosphere in
order to obtain global data on humidity profiles.25

The RainCEIV results have been validated on the basis of the rain rate values de-
rived from the weather radar network operated by the Italian DPC in collaboration with
regional authorities, research centres, the Air Traffic Control service (ENAV), and the
Meteorological Service of the Italian Air Force (CNMCA). The radar network consists of
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twenty microwave weather radars belonging to regional authorities (ten C-band radars),
ENAV (two C-band radars) and DCP (six C-band radars and two X-band polarimetric
radars). The surface rate intensity (sri, in mmh−1) and other products such as the Verti-
cal Maximum Intensity (VMI), the Constant Altitude Plan Position Indicator (CAPPI) and
the one-hour accumulated surface rain total (srt, in mm), are retrieved from measured5

reflectivity volumes. All the products are available on a grid of 1400 km×1400 km with
a spatial resolution of circa 1 km and a temporal resolution of 15 min.

3 RainCEIV description

The RainCEIV technique consists of two modules:

I. a cloud classification algorithm that discriminates clear from cloudy pixels and10

further classifies the cloudy pixels;

II. a k -Nearest Neighbour Mean (k -NNM) classifier that evaluates the rain class for
each pixel classified as cloudy by the first module.

3.1 Cloud classification algorithm description

The cloud Mask Coupling of Statistical and Physical methods algorithm – MACSP (Ric-15

ciardelli et al., 2008) – is used to distinguish cloudy from no-cloudy pixels. The version
used for RainCEIV purposes is called C_MACSP, which stands for cloud Classifica-
tion Mask Coupling of Statistical and Physical methods. The current version has been
updated in order to give information about the cloud class and in particular to classify
clouds belonging to the generic high cloud class into two additional classes (high op-20

tically thin and high optically thick). In addition, the convective cloud class has been
added, not just for the module II but also to individuate the possible occurrence of ex-
treme events. In details, a pixel can be classified in 5 different classes considered both
over land and sea: clear, low/middle cloud, high optically thin cloud, high optically thick
cloud and convective cloud. The C_MACSP screening is useful to:25
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– reduce the number of the input pixels to the RainCEIV k -NNM classifier by re-
moving the pixels classified as clear and as high thin cloud;

– define the components of the feature vector in input to the RainCEIV classifier (as
will be described in the following sub-section, the components chosen for each
cloud class are shown in Table 2).5

The training dataset used in the previous version of MACSP has been updated in or-
der to get a better distinction of the cloudy classes. The cloud classification for the
training dataset was made through a careful visual inspection of the SEVIRI images.
The clear and cloudy pixels have been selected manually after observing the spec-
tral characteristics in SEVIRI IR/VIS images as well as in the their RGB composition,10

a useful practice for distinguishing cloudy classes (Lensky and Rosenfeld, 2008). In
order to get a reliable training dataset, the outliers have been removed by means of
the Condensed Nearest Neighbour Rule (CNN) (Hart, 1968) and the cross-validation
method has been applied so to refine it. Successively, the validity of the C_MACSP
algorithm has been tested by applying it to an independent dataset made of nine SE-15

VIRI images acquired on 5 May 2012 at 20:30 UTC, 19 May 2012 at 11:00 UTC, 23 July
2012 at 10:30 UTC, 5 December 2012 at 08:45 UTC, 19 September 2009 at 19:15 UTC,
6 July 2010 at 11:30 and 12:30 UTC, 4 August 2010 at 14:30 UTC. This test dataset
has been built by selecting images characterized by various cloud types correspond-
ing to the C_MACSP cloud classes. The validation has been carried out by comparing20

the C_MACSP classification results and the samples manually collected for each class
from the above-mentioned images. The manual classification has been made through
a careful observation of the SEVIRI RGB composition. The deep convective cloud clas-
sification results have been validated by considering the rain rate maps derived from
the weather radar network operated by the Italian Civil Protection Department (DPC).25
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3.2 k -Nearest Neighbour Mean classifier description

The pattern classifier used to determine the confidence that a cloudy pixel belongs to
a rainy/non-rainy class is the non-parametric supervised classifier k -Nearest Neigh-
bour Mean (k -NNM) proposed by Viswanath and Sarma (2011). This classifier has
been chosen because of its simplicity and good performance (Dasarathy, 1991, 2002;5

Babu and Viswanath, 2009) and because it does not assume any a priori known prob-
abilities as in the case of the Bayes classifier, but it estimates these directly from the
design samples. It implements the decision rule locally. The k -NNM classifier has
demonstrated to perform better than the k -NN classifier and it is suitable for parallel
implementation so to reduce classification time, as asserted by Viswanath and Sarma10

(2011).
Let x be the vector of features related to the pixel to be classified and Ci the

rainy/non-rainy class with i = 0,1,2 defined as follows:

1. non-rainy (rain rate= 0) (C0)

2. light to moderate rain (0< rain rate≤ 4 mmh−1) (C1)15

3. heavy to very heavy rain (rain rate> 4 mmh−1) (C2).

The k -NNM classifier finds the k (where k ≥ 1) nearest neighbours of x for each class
Ci and determines the mean value dmin(x,Ci ) of their distances (d(x,xi ,j )) for each
class Ci :

dmin (x,Ci ) =

k∑
j=1

d(x,xi ,j )

k
i = 0,1,2 (1)20

where d(x,xi ,j ) is the Euclidean distance between the vector of feature x to be classi-
fied and the j-th nearest training sample for the class Ci , xi ,j . The pixel is labelled as
the class characterized by the lowest mean distance dmean(x,Ci ):
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(dmean (x,C0) < dmean (x,C1)) and (dmean (x,C0) < dmean (x,C2)) → x ∈ C0 (2)

(dmean (x,C1) < dmean (x,C0)) and (dmean (x,C1) < dmean (x,C2)) → x ∈ C1 (3)

(dmean (x,C2) < dmean (x,C0)) and (dmean (x,C2) < dmean (x,C1)) → x ∈ C2. (4)

Figure 1 shows the scheme of the RainCEIV technique.5

3.2.1 Features selection and description

The k -NNM classifier uses textural and spectral features estimated in 3×3 -pixel boxes
in order to associate each SEVIRI pixel to a rainy/no-rainy class. The textural and spec-
tral features used in this study and their different weight in the grid element – that is
a 3×3-pixel box where both textural and tonal features have significant values – are de-10

scribed in Ricciardelli et al. (2008). Textural and spectral features characterizing each
pixel are extracted from IR and VIS SEVIRI images acquired at the following wave-
lengths: 0.6, 0.8, 1.6, 3.9, 6.3, 7.2, 10.8, and 12 µm. The SEVIRI observations provide
very useful information about cloud top microphysical structure to characterize precip-
itation processes and then to determine rain rate confidences. In particular, features15

related to radiance acquired at 10.8, 12.0 and 0.6 µm are useful to individuate precip-
itation processes that develop in optically thick convective clouds with very cold tops.
Moreover, features related to radiances acquired at 3.9 and 1.6 µm bear on the cloud
drop size distribution as well as the thermodynamic phase, and thus they are use-
ful to individuate precipitation from stratiform clouds with cloud tops warmer than the20

convective ones. In fact, in stratiform clouds the precipitation processes are strongly
related to the microphysical structure of the cloud top and, in particular, rain rate confi-
dence is high for cloud top with large cloud droplets or in presence of ice (Lensky and
Rosenfeld, 1997). The channels centred at 6.3 and 7.2 µm are indicative of the water
vapour content in the troposphere at levels lower than 350 and 500 hPa, respectively.25

The differences between the brightness temperatures for water vapour channels ac-
quired 15, 30 and 45 min before the time of interest are exploited to get information
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about the water vapour content changes at different levels in the atmosphere, so to
characterize convective as well as stratiform precipitations. For this reason, the water
vapour brightness temperature differences ∆TB(6.7),15–30, ∆TB(6.7),15–45, ∆TB(6.7),30–45,
∆TB(7.2),15–30, TB(7.2),15–45, TB(7.2),30–45, have been added in the features vector.

It is important to note that the features (x i ) characterized by the largest variance5

across the design set tend to dominate the Euclidean distance. Therefore, it is useful
to normalize each feature by applying the following equation:

x̃ i =
x i − x̄ i

σ i
(5)

where x i is the i-th component of the features vector x to be normalized, x̃ i is the i-th
component of the normalized x̃, x̄ i and σ i are the mean and standard deviation for the10

feature x i calculated for all the training set samples. This equation is applied also to
the features vector related to the pixels to be classified.

By taking in mind that in general the k -NN classifier performance decreases with the
dimension of the features vector, it is useful to reduce the numbers of the components
(x i ) of x. The Fisher criterion (Ebert, 1987; Parikh, 1977) has been applied in order15

to evaluate the discriminatory power of the individual features. Let x̄ i
j and σ i

j be the

mean and standard deviation of the feature x i for the training set from class Cj , thus
the Fisher distance is defined as:

Dijk =

∣∣∣∣x i
j − x i

k

∣∣∣∣(
σ i

j −σ i
k

) . (6)

It measures the ability of the variable x i to differentiate class Cj from class Ck . The20

Fisher distance has been determined for the following combinations: (C0,C1); (C0,C2);
(C1,C2).
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Jain and Chandrasekaran (1982) point out that the ratio between the number of
the training samples for each class and the feature vector dimension d should be at
least five. In practical situations, as asserted by Hamamoto et al. (1997), this ratio is not
easily reached. Initially, the number of the training samples for each class was between
40 and 45 and we have decided to chose d = 10 to remove outliers. The definitive d and5

k values for the RainCEIV k -NNM classifier have been obtained as will be described in
the next sub-section.

3.2.2 Training procedure

The training dataset was built by collecting a set of SEVIRI images during day- and
night-time with co-located rain rate values inferred from AMSU-B observations pro-10

cessed with the PEMW algorithm (Di Tomaso et al., 2009), both over land and sea.
PEMW exploits the observations made in both window and water vapour channels.
PEMW estimates show a very good agreement with ground-based observations in the
detection of rainfall and a reasonably good estimation of rain rate values. The Prob-
ability of Detection (POD) of precipitation is 75 and 90 % for rain rates greater than15

1 and 5 mmh−1, respectively (Di Tomaso et al., 2009). At the present, the operative
version of PEMW algorithm (OPEMW) is operationally run 24/7 at IMAA-CNR. The
OPEMW has been validated by Cimini et al. (2013) against radar-derived rain rate and
rain gauge surface rain intensity. The analysis shows an accuracy of 98 % in identifying
rainy and non-rainy areas and a Heidke skill score of 0.45 (with respect to radar-derived20

rain rates) and 0.42 (with respect to rain gauge rain rates). The accuracy, Bias score,
Probability of Detection (POD), False Alarm Ratio (FAR), Heidke Skill score (HSS) are
described in Ebert (2013). The AMSU-B observations used for building the training
database are collected during the NOAA satellite passes over the Mediterranean area
on the dates listed in Table 3.25

During the training phase the MSG-SEVIRI pixel closest to the AMSU-B FOV clas-
sified as rainy/non-rainy by the PEMW algorithm is assigned to one of the classes C0,
C1, C2 mentioned above.
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Generally, the performance of a pattern recognition classifier depends strictly on the
correctness of the training samples, on the number of the training samples and on
the dimension of the features vector. The training dataset reliability has been initially
improved by removing the outliers by means of the CNN rule (Hart, 1968). The CNN
rule has been applied after assuming d equal to 10. Successively, in order to test the5

performance of the classifier and to decide the best value for d and k , a set of bootstrap
samples have been classified by varying d and k . The choice of a bootstrap artificial
dataset, rather than a real dataset, for determining the classifier parameters, has been
done by considering the need to have a reliable test dataset larger, smoother and more
versatile than the real one. The bootstrap method proposed by Hamamoto et al. (1997)10

allows to get a larger dataset starting from a true test dataset by combining the original
training samples. Consequently, the bootstrap training set obtained is smoother than
the one presented by Efron (1979).

Let X = {x1,x2, . . .,xn} be the training dataset including nd-dimensional features vec-
tors and Y = {y1,y2, . . .,ym} the test dataset build by examining the same PEMW rain15

rate results related to AMSU overpasses listed in Table 2 but different from the X sam-
ples. Let Nj = 20 be the total number of the feature vectors y1,y2, . . .,yNj

for the class
Cj . The bootstrap samples for each class are determined as follows:

the vector ykj
is selected from the training set samples Y (the initial samples are

chosen so that no sample is selected more than once);20

the r nearest neighbours samples yrj ,y (y=1,r ) are found by using the Euclidean dis-
tance;

a bootstrap sample is calculated by applying the equation:

b_y i
kj
=

1
r

r∑
z=1

y i
rj,z

(7)

to the components of the nearest features vector ykj
so to obtain the bootstrap feature25

vector bykj
.
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The bootstrap samples have been calculated for each class. The artificial test dataset
was built by considering different values for r . The final bootstrap training set contains

the bootstrap samples obtained for r =
Nj

4 ,
Nj

5 ,
Nj

10 ,
Nj

2 −8,
Nj

2 −6,
Nj

2 −4,
Nj

2 −2. A careful
screening has been done to eliminate the redundant features vectors. The bootstrap
samples have been classified by means of the k -NNM using X as training dataset.5

The statistical scores obtained by classifying the bootstrap samples for (k = 3; d = 10,
d = 15, d = 20), (k = 5; d = 10, d = 15, d = 20), (k = 7; d = 10, d = 15, d = 20) are
listed in Tables 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Other combinations of d and k have been
investigated obtaining results worst than the ones listed in the above mentioned tables.
In particular, for k < 3, d < 10 the FAR related to moderate class is higher than 0.4 and10

POD is lower than 0.6, while for k > 7 the FAR for all the classes is higher than 0.44 and
the other statistical scores are lower than the ones obtained for the other combinations.

On the basis of the statistical scores obtained in the operation of cross validation, it
results that the best choice for k and d is 5 and 15, respectively. The features chosen
as components of the features vector x are listed in Table 6.15

4 Validation and comparisons results

RainCEIV results have been validated against the rain rate values derived from the
weather radar network operated by the DPC. The co-location process of the radar-
derived rain rate measurements into the SEVIRI grid consists in associating to each
SEVIRI pixel the rain rate measurements obtained by averaging the radar- derived rain20

rate measurements included into the SEVIRI pixel. The case studies used for valida-
tion are listed in Table 7. The radar-derived measurements co-located into the SEVIRI
grid have been grouped in the three RainCEIV class C0 (non rainy), C1 (light to mod-
erate rain), and C2 (heavy to very heavy rain) described above. The validation method
is based on a dichotomous statistical assessment. Table 8 sums up the contingency25

values for RainCEIV dichotomous statistical assessment. Table 9 shows the dichoto-
mous statistics for all the pixels considered for validation. The statistical scores have
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been calculated for all the classes together and for light to moderate and heavy to
very heavy classes separately. The accuracy score for RainCEIV is 91 % both for all
rainy pixels and for C1 class only. The accuracy obtained for C2 class is 99 %.This re-
sult is heavily influenced by the number of the correct negatives that is higher (492,
645) than that related to C1 class (419, 488) and to all classes (417, 344). The Bias5

score obtained for RainCEIV is 1.16 for all classes and 1.13 when only C1 class is
considered, indicating a slight over-estimate of rain frequency. The Bias score higher
for C2 class (2.88) testifies the general tendency that the RainCEIV algorithm has to
overestimate the “heavy to very heavy” areas. In fact, the FAR related to C2 class is
78 %. It must be remarked that the high FAR value is highly influenced by the light to10

moderate-samples wrongly classified as heavy to very heavy by the RainCEIV. When
both the rainy classes are considered, the FAR lowers to 43 % (44 % when C1 class
is considered separately). The POD statistical score reveals that RainCEIV correctly
detects the 66, 63 and 64 % of the rainy areas when all classes, C1 only, and C2 only,
respectively, are considered.15

The HSS has also been considered. It is a measure of the correct forecasts after
eliminating the forecasts that would be correct due exclusively to random chance. The
HSS values obtained for RainCEIV are 56, 55 and 33 % when all classes, C1 only, and
C2 only, respectively, are considered.

The proposed case studies, related to 29 September 2009 (case I) at 01:00 UTC,20

4 August 2010 at 14:15 UTC (case II), and 21 February 2013 at 15:00 UTC (case III)
are analyzed separately and the RainCEIV results are shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 to-
gether with C_MACSP results and radar-derived rain rate measurements. The statisti-
cal scores calculated for each case are listed in Table 11 (for all classes), Table 12 (for
C1 class), and Table 13 (for C2 class).25

The case I has been chosen because it highlights the ability of RainCEIV to detect
very small rainy areas. On 29 September 2009 approximately at 13:00 UTC a very rapid
rainfall event, characterized by heavy rain, affected a small area between Basilicata and
Calabria regions in Southern Italy. The accuracy score is high (99 %), because the ac-
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curacy results is largely influenced by the high occurrence of non-rainy pixels. The POD
obtained for RainCEIV shows that it correctly detects the 64 % of the rainy samples,
while Bias and FAR scores reveal its tendency to overestimate rainy samples (FAR
score is 61 % and Bias score is 1.67). In details, the FAR and Bias score are higher for
C2 class than for C1 class. In spite of its inclination to overestimate heavy rainy areas,5

RainCEIV is able to detect correctly the rainy areas. Moreover, it is important to note
that this rainfall event was very rapid and even if the temporal distance between SEVIRI
and radar network acquisition is little, it is able to affect the statistical scores negatively.

The RainCEIV statistical scores related to cases II and III (Figs. 3 and 4, respectively)
are better than those of the case study discussed above. This is because they are10

related to rainy events characterized by a larger temporal and spatial distribution. The
case study II bears on a set of heavy and moderate rainfall events that affected Central
and Southern Italy on 4 August 2010 at 14:15 UTC. RainCEIV accuracy score is about
99 %. The RainCEIV is able to detect rainy samples with a POD of 85 %. The case
study III is related to the analysis of an extreme convective event characterized by very15

heavy precipitation that occurred on 21 February 2013 on the east cost of Sicily and
caused a flash flood over Catania. Also in this case, RainCEIV detects as rainy pixels
that are no-rainy for the radar network (FAR is 0.27), but it is able to monitor the areas
characterized by very heavy precipitation as well as by moderate precipitation (POD is
0.62) both on the east cost of Sicily and on Southern Calabria.20

5 Conclusions

This paper proposes the RainCEIV technique as a useful tool for the characterization
of rainy/non-rainy areas. RainCEIV consists of two modules that uses geostationary
observations from the SEVIRI in order to detect cloudy pixels and, successively, to
associate them to a rainy/non rainy class. The RainCEIV uses both IR and VIS mea-25

surements to determine if the SEVIRI pixel belongs to the non rainy, light to moderate
rainy or heavy to very heavy rainy class. It is well known that the IR/VIS observations
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do not have the same potentiality of MW observations in characterizing rainy areas, but
their high spatial and temporal resolution are exploited to get a continuous monitoring
of stratiform and convective events. Regarding the convective events, the RainCEIV
is a useful tool for the study and characterization of the rainfall events characterized
by short duration, high temporal variability, and small size area (of the order of the5

MSG-SEVIRI spatial resolution). RainCEIV has been trained on the AMSU-B PEMW
rain rates and validated on the basis of the rain rates observations from the Italian
DPC operational weather radar network. The dichotomous statistical scores indicate
that a good fraction (91 %) of the pixels examined are correctly identified as rainy or
non-rainy by the RainCEIV. The bias score (1.16) suggests that RainCEIV has a light10

tendency to overestimate rainy pixels. This tendency is emphasized when the heavy to
very heavy class is considered. In fact, the Bias score for this class is 2.88. The POD
obtained for RainCEIV shows that it detects 66 % of the rainy areas correctly. FAR
reports that 43 % of the pixels detected as rainy by the RainCEIV are false alarms.
The Bias score for “light to moderate” and “heavy to very heavy” classes indicates that15

RainCEIV has a general tendency to overestimate rainy pixels in the two classes. This
high value is related to tendency that RainCEIV has to classify as “heavy to very heavy”
the “light to moderate” samples. Because of this also the FAR values for “heavy to very
heavy” class is quite high, that is 78 %. However, the RainCEIV POD is 63 % for the
“light to moderate” and 64 % for the “heavy to very heavy” classes. In remarking upon20

the comparisons results, it is important to take in mind the different spatial resolution as
well as the temporal distance between radar and satellite observations. In fact, espe-
cially for rapid convective events, even if the time distance between radar and SEVIRI
acquisitions is little, it could affect the statistical scores negatively.

By taking advantage of the spatial and temporal resolution of the MSG satellite,25

RainCEIV can be very useful for near real-time weather monitoring purpose. In this
study, a first attempt to use the temporal differences between SEVIRI observations to
evaluate rain rate class is presented.
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Table 1. Accuracy of the C_MACSP algorithm on an independent dataset.

Classes Classification accuracy

Clear over land 94.0 %
Clear over sea 96.0 %
Low/midlle clouds over land 91.6 %
Low/middle clouds over sea 92.0 %
High thin clouds over land 83.0 %
High thin clouds over sea 85.0 %
High thick clouds over land 95.8 %
High thick clouds over sea 96.0 %
Convective clouds 94.5 %
Convective clouds 94.5 %
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Table 2. List of the NOAA satellite overpasses for the AMSU-B PEMW rain rate results consid-
ered in the training phase.

Training phase – Dates for NOAA satellite overpasses

Dates HH-MM of the NOAA passes over the area of interest (UTC)

29 Sep 2009 15:16, 15:22
1 Oct 2009 04:37, 05:13, 08:30, 13:03, 15:56, 16:37, 19:18, 19:50
2 Oct 2009 01:25, 04:13, 05:00
4 Mar 2010 14:23, 16:03, 16:28, 20:05
5 Mar 2010 00:56, 01:48, 04:16, 06:24, 08:20, 11:40
26 Apr 2010 12:47, 13:20, 14:49
28 Apr 2010 12:26, 15:45
2 May 2010 15:45, 16:32, 19:44
20 Jun 2010 11:42, 11:58, 14:28
21 Jun 2010 02:00
23 Jun 2010 12:52
4 Aug 2010 10:43, 12:19, 14:46, 16:24, 18:03, 18:56, 20:38, 03:54, 06:15, 10:16,

13:14, 15:17
4 Oct 2010 17:44, 19:33
21 Feb 2013 11:20, 13:10
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Table 3. Statistical scores related to the RainCEIV rain rate results obtained classifying the
artificial test dataset (k = 3). The statistical scores are shown for all rainy classes (C1, C2), light
to moderate rain (C1), and heavy to very heavy rain (C2).

C1, C2 C1 C2 C1, C2 C1 C2 C1, C2 C1 C2
k = 3, d = 10 k = 3, d = 15 k = 3, d = 20

Accuracy 0.92 0.80 0.84 0.93 0.81 0.85 0.93 0.80 0.84
Bias 0.93 1.10 1.05 0.92 1.13 1.03 0.93 1.13 1.03
POD 0.91 0.75 0.79 0.91 0.78 0.79 0.91 0.77 0.78
HSS 0.81 0.56 0.65 0.83 0.59 0.67 0.82 0.57 0.65
FAR 0.02 0.31 0.25 0.01 0.31 0.23 0.01 0.32 0.24
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Table 4. Statistical scores related to the RainCEIV rain rate results obtained classifying the
artificial test dataset (k = 5). The statistical scores are shown for all rainy classes (C1, C2), light
to moderate rain (C1), and heavy to very heavy rain (C2).

C1, C2 C1 C2 C1, C2 C1 C2 C1, C2 C1 C2
k = 5, d = 10 k = 5, d = 15 k = 5, d = 20

Accuracy 0.94 0.86 0.92 0.95 0.87 0.92 0.94 0.84 0.90
Bias 0.94 1.05 1.05 0.95 1.05 1.05 0.96 1.05 1.03
POD 0.93 0.82 0.91 0.94 0.83 0.90 0.94 0.79 0.86
HSS 0.87 0.70 0.82 0.89 0.71 0.81 0.87 0.65 0.77
FAR 0.01 0.22 0.14 0.01 0.21 0.14 0.01 0.25 0.16
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Table 5. Statistical scores related to the RainCEIV rain rate results in classifying the artificial
test dataset (k = 7). The statistical scores are shown for all rainy classes (C1, C2), light to
moderate rain (C1), and heavy to very heavy rain (C2).

C1, C2 C1 C2 C1, C2 C1 C2 C1, C2 C1 C2
k = 7, d = 10 k = 7, d = 15 k = 7, d = 20

Accuracy 0.90 0.81 0.91 0.89 0.79 0.90 0.89 0.78 0.89
Bias 0.94 1.05 1.07 0.94 1.08 1.05 0.94 1.05 1.08
POD 0.90 0.74 0.90 0.89 0.73 0.88 0.89 0.70 0.88
HSS 0.77 0.58 0.79 0.75 0.57 0.81 0.75 0.52 0.76
FAR 0.01 0.29 0.16 0.01 0.32 0.16 0.01 0.33 0.19
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Table 6. Summary of the features considered for use in the RainCEIV k -NNM classi-
fier(A=daytime for all C-MACSP classes, A=only nighttime for all C_MACSP classes;
A=daytime and nighttime for all C_MACSP classes; LM=daytime for low/middle cloud class;
LM=at nighttimes for low/middle cloud class; LM=day time and nighttimes for low/middle
cloud class, HT/C=daytime and nighttimes for high thick and convective cloud class).

Features MSG-SEVIRI spectral bands

VIS VIS NIR IR IR IR IR IR
0.6 0.8 1.6 3.9 6.7 7.3 10.8 12.0

Max Gray level A A

Min Gray level A A

Mean Gray level A A

Max/Min (Gray level) A

Max (Contrast 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦) A

Max (Entropy 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦) A

Max (Mean 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦) A A LM

Max (ASM 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦) LM

Min (Contrast 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦)

Min (Entropy 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦) A

Min (Mean 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦) A

Min (ASM 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦) LM A

∆TB15–30 A

∆TB15–45 A HT/C

∆TB30–45 HT/C
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Table 7. List of case studies used for validation.

Date Radar measurement time (UTC) Satellite overpass time (UTC)

2 May 2009 15:00 15:00
19 Sep 2009 19:15 19:15
29 Sep 2009 13:00 (case I) 13:00
8 Jan 2010 11:00, 13:00, 16:30 11:00, 13:00, 16:30
9 Mar 2010 17:00 17:00
23 Jun 2010 15:00 15:00
1 Jul 2010 16:45 16:45
6 Jul 2010 11:30, 12:30 11:30, 12:30
4 Aug 2010 12:00, 14:15 (case II) 12:00, 14:15
4 Oct 2010 19:30 19:30
21 Feb 2013 13:00, 15:00 (case III) 13:00, 15:00
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Table 8. Contingency table for the dichotomous statistical assessment of the RainCEIV algo-
rithm for all the pixels used for validation.

Radar-derived rain rate results
yes no marginal total

RainCEIV results yes 34 434 26 140 60 574
no 17 882 417 844 435 726
marginal total 52 316 443 984 496 300
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Table 9. Dichotomous Statistics scores (RainCEIV vs. radar-derived rain rate measurements)
for all the cases listed in Table 3. The statistical scores are shown for all rainy classes (C1, C2),
light to moderate rain (C1), and heavy to very heavy rain (C2).

Statistical Scores C1, C2 C1 C1

Accuracy 0.91 0.91 0.99
Bias 1.16 1.13 2.88
POD 0.66 0.63 0.64
HSS 0.56 0.55 0.33
FAR 0.43 0.44 0.78
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Table 10. Dichotomous statistical scores shown for all rainy classes (C1, C2), light to moderate
rain (C1), and heavy to very heavy rain (C2), for the case studies I, II and III.

Statistical score Case I
29 Sep 2009,
13:00 UTC

Case II
4 Aug 2010,
14:15 UTC

Case III
21 Feb 2013,
15:00 UTC

C1, C2 C1 C2 C1, C2 C1 C2 C1, C2 C1 C2

Accuracy 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.86 0.86 0.99
Bias score 1.64 1.45 2.33 1.91 2.04 1.25 0.80 0.81 0.41
POD 0.64 0.64 0.33 0.85 0.72 0.31 0.59 0.59 0.03
HSS 0.49 0.52 0.20 0.58 0.47 0.28 0.57 0.57 0.04
FAR 0.61 0.56 0.86 0.55 0.65 0.75 0.26 0.27 0.93
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 1 
 2 

Figure 1. Flowchart of the RainCEIV algorithm. 3 

  4 

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the RainCEIV algorithm.
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 1 

 2 

Figure 2. 29 September 2009 at 13:00 UTC. From  left to right: C_MACSP cloud classification 3 

results, radar-derived rain rate results, RainCEIV rain rate results. 4 

  5 

Fig. 2. 29 September 2009 at 13:00 UTC. From left to right panels: C_MACSP cloud classifica-
tion results, radar-derived rain rate results, RainCEIV rain rate results.
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 1 

 2 

Figure 3. 4 August 2010 at 14:15 UTC. From  left to right: C_MACSP cloud classification 3 

results, radar-derived rain rate results, RainCEIV rain rate results. 4 

  5 

Fig. 3. 4 August 2010 at 14:15 UTC. From left to right panels: C_MACSP cloud classification
results, radar-derived rain rate results, RainCEIV rain rate results.
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 1 

 2 

Figure 4. 21 February 2013 at 15:00 UTC. From left to right: C_MACSP cloud classification 3 

results, radar-derived rain rate results, RainCEIV rain rate results. 4 
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Fig. 4. 21 February 2013 at 15:00 UTC. From left to right panels: C_MACSP cloud classification
results, radar-derived rain rate results, RainCEIV rain rate results.
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